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Description
As part of T3UXW09, a live search module was added to the backend toolbar. This needs a little further refinement, testing, and UI
work to be included in TYPO3 4.5.
(issue imported from #M16432)
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #24136: Live-Search uses hardcoded texts

Closed

2010-11-19

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #24142: modulemenu.js breaks livesearch "Show all...

Closed

2010-11-19

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #24294: Live-Search: Searching with deactivated L...

Closed

2010-12-05

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #24295: Live-Search: Taking focus from search fie...

Closed

2010-12-05

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #24652: Styling issues of live search

Closed

2011-01-18

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #24772: Live search is unusable with Oracle

Closed

2011-01-24

History
#1 - 2010-11-17 16:49 - Stefano Cecere
patching latest trunk, i get this error
Fatal error: Call to a member function convArray() on a non-object in /Users/krur/Sites/TYPO3_repository/trunk/typo3/backend.php on line 515
if i comment line 515 of backend.php, it seems to work!
(obviously i guess i'll lose some strings :)
#2 - 2010-11-17 17:25 - Jeff Segars
Thanks for testing! It seems that I had a typo on this line and I'm not sure how it every worked for me :) It should be the following....
$GLOBALS['LANG']->csConvObj->convArray($t3LLLliveSearch, $GLOBALS['LANG']->charSet, 'utf-8');
Does this work for you?
#3 - 2010-11-17 18:30 - Jeff Segars
Attached v3 with the following changes
Fixes a typo in backend.php when converting character sets
Checks for invalid commands (ie. #pages instead of #page)
Only jumps directly to list view search results on ENTER keypress and
not other special keys
Only follows page jumps (ie. #14143) when ENTER is pressed and shows live
search results if ENTER is not pressed
#4 - 2010-11-17 19:04 - Stefano Cecere
Jeff... where is patch v3?
#5 - 2010-11-17 19:07 - Jeff Segars
Right here.....now that I added it ;) Thanks for the nudge
#6 - 2010-11-17 19:12 - Stefano Cecere

2021-06-23

1/2

perfect... with v3 no more fatal errors, and it seems to work well! (safari & firefox)
thanks!s
#7 - 2010-11-18 00:07 - Steffen Kamper
committed v3 to trunk rev 9478
#8 - 2011-03-29 23:43 - Susanne Moog
- Target version deleted (4.5.0)
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